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Gone is the time when you were bound to buy the HTC One V in brown shade only which you may
not like. This smart phone is available now in two more colours which are purple and black. Handset
in brown colour comes with smooth finish. Purple variant adopted the same thing, but in black colour
you will find the brushed metal finish. The HTC One V has gained a huge popularity among the
users for its high-end features. Although a lot of innovation in mobile phones can be seen today, in
front of which, the One V seems to be a bit simpler, but still there are a plenty of users, who are
impressed with the features of the gadget.

The HTC One V comes equipped with a 5 MP snapper with autofocus, LED flash and geo-tagging.
Besides, you get Wi-Fi and GPRS for connecting internet at Wi-Fi hotspots, or at other places also
with support of network service providers. Moreover, various internet apps make this handset more
interesting, such as Google Search, Maps, Gmail, YouTube, Calendar and Google Talk. The
entertainment features of the device include Beats Audio, and media player supporting the audio
and video formats like MP4, H.263, H.264, WMV, MP3, eAAC+, WMA and WAV. But, unfortunately
FM radio is missing in this device. Some other features to make your life easy include document
viewer for reading Ms-office & PDF documents and A-GPS for navigation.

Besides, the HTC One V is available with various deals in the mobile phone market offered by the
network providers. Under these deals, you find the incentives like free talk time minutes, free text
messages, free connection, cashback offers, reduced or free line rental for some months etc.
Various technology items as free gifts can also be acquired under the deals which you get with this
handset. These days, O2 and T-Mobile are offering the deals on One V, under which you get the
gifts like Nintendo Wii, PlayStation Vita, iPod Shuffle 2GB, and many more. You can sign the
agreement of the deals for the duration of 18 months or 24 months. On the other hand, if you do not
get this handset with your desired plan or network provider, then you also have the option to buy it
as SIM free mobile phone with 1 month free insurance.

The new variants of the HTC One V will unquestionably attract many more users, for whom the
design and colour of the handsets matter a lot. It is hoped that more handsets will be launched in
the new colour variants which will enhance the choice for the users.

Check out the htc top seller handset : htc sensation xe deals @
http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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